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on modeling sea clutter by noisy chaotic dynamics [6968-52] - on modeling sea clutter by noisy chaotic
dynamics wen-wen tung 1, jing hu 2, jianbo gao 2, robert s. lynch 3, and genshe chen 4 1 department of earth
& atmospheric sciences, purdue university,west lafayette, in 47907 2 department of electrical and computer
engineering universityof florida, gainesville, fl 32611 chaotic prediction and modeling of sea clutter
using ... - chaotic prediction and modeling of sea clutter using neural networks by henry leung a thesis
submitted to the school of graduate studies in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree ... sea
clutter, we need to reconstruct the dynamics of sea clutter, and neural network is limitations of non-linear
dynamics in predicting sea ... - dynamic behaviour of radar returns from sea clutter might be readily
modeled through the use of chaotic dynamics. following this initial letter, a series of subsequent papers
[2,3,4,5] reported on measurements performed on collected sea clutter returns to identify characteristic
invariants associated with chaotic processes. advanced sea clutter models and their usefulness for ... advanced sea clutter models and their usefulness for target detection 261 the pdf given by equation (1) is
known as the k-compound probability law, somewhat accepted as one of the best candidates in describing sea
clutter uncovering nonlinear dynamics—the case study of sea clutter - for a subset of these systems,
namely, deterministic chaotic haykin et al.: uncovering nonlinear dynamics—the case study of sea clutter 861.
systems, the time series can be described completely in ... be relevant to the nonlinear dynamics of sea
clutter. ii. statistical nature of sea clutter—c lassical approach sea clutter, referring to the ... nonlinear
dynamics of sea clutter - researchgate - and theoretical points of view, the dynamics of sea clutter are
nonlinear with a consistent degree of nonlinearity that is determined ... the investigation of chaotic dynamics.
sea clutter constituent synthesis approach based on a new ... - keywords: sea clutter; decomposition
model; chaotic modeling 1 introduction sea clutter modeling is a significant issue in radar sig-nal processing.
generally, a proper sea clutter model is important in radar signal processing for three rea-sons. firstly, it can
describe the underlying dynamics of sea clutter. secondly, with a proper model ... detection of signals in
chaos - mcmaster university - detection of signals in chaos by xiao bo li, b. eng., m. eng. a thesis ...
involved in the reconstruction of chaotic dynamics, attractor dimensions, and lyapuiioy exponents. we describe
procedures for the estimation of the correlation dimension and ... sea clutter exhibits chaotic behavior) can be
exploited to build a chaos-based detettor modern wireless communications, 2005, 560 pages, simon s
... - chaotic dynamics of sea clutter , simon s. haykin, sadasivan puthusserypady, jul 19, 1999, mathematics,
217 pages. chaotic dynamics of sea clutter boasts important applications in a number of fields, including
weather radar systems, which are intensely studied at major universities. this. improved surrogate data
tests for sea clutter - researchgate - improved surrogate data tests for sea clutter c.p.unsworth, m.rwper,
blgrew and slaughlin ... differential equations to describe the dynamics. ... been shown to imply chaotic
behaviour ... adaptive filter theory, 1991, 854 pages, simon s. haykin ... - chaotic dynamics of sea
clutter , simon s. haykin, sadasivan puthusserypady, jul 19, 1999, mathematics, 217 pages. chaotic dynamics
of sea clutter boasts important applications in a number of fields, including weather radar systems, which are
intensely studied at major universities. this.
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